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Reboot your Bridge 

Don’t forget to check these updated video lessons over the Xmas break. They contain 

additional ‘improver level’ content.  Starting in the New Year I will be adding further 

‘Reboot’ lessons, aiming to complete the course by the end of April 2020. 

Lesson 1: Opening a Weak 1NT  https://youtu.be/XCjwjH12JhI 

Lesson 2: 1-Level Suit Opening Bids  https://youtu.be/ky7x1Mpnsok 

Lesson 3: Responder’s Limit Bids  https://youtu.be/Nv4uOBAZchA 

 

Common Mistakes and How to Avoid Them. 

Andrew Robson has a daily Bridge column in The Times. For the past year his Friday column 

has been running extracts from his book, “Common Mistakes and How to Avoid Them”.  

Here is the latest addition:  

No:7: Responding to a 1NT opener when you should simply pass. 

https://b354864f-ece7-45b1-9135-

3eb5e9998208.filesusr.com/ugd/15ed9f_d2ebfbc1fd114b96aabe2a1305c0218f.pdf 

 

New Robson Video! (watch it while you can!!) 

I have uploaded another Robson video lesson from his Modern Acol Bridge DVD.  

Making Tricks without Trumps: https://youtu.be/yed4BoDTz7g 

I will leave it ‘up’ for 5 days only. Next week I will upload its sister lesson, “Making Tricks 

Using Trumps”.  

Planning the play is SO important, but time pressure often means that declarer launches into 

playing the hand without having a game plan and misses a trick, or maybe two!  

 

Next Workshop:  Opening Bid Hands: 19th February & 4th March 2020 

I am well on with the preparation for this improver workshop, and hope to have all three video 

lessons, Student Notes and practice exercises ready and uploaded by the end of the year.  

1. Opening 2NT and responses  

2. Opening 2 and responses with a big balanced hand. 

3. Opening 2 and responses with a big unbalanced hand 

 

https://youtu.be/XCjwjH12JhI
https://youtu.be/ky7x1Mpnsok
https://youtu.be/Nv4uOBAZchA
https://b354864f-ece7-45b1-9135-3eb5e9998208.filesusr.com/ugd/15ed9f_d2ebfbc1fd114b96aabe2a1305c0218f.pdf
https://b354864f-ece7-45b1-9135-3eb5e9998208.filesusr.com/ugd/15ed9f_d2ebfbc1fd114b96aabe2a1305c0218f.pdf
https://youtu.be/yed4BoDTz7g


 

                            

Trick Question of the Week 

 

           

East has opened 1. What is your bid?  

 

Note: NG34bridge News , the ‘Reboot’ video lessons and Robson’s ‘Common Mistakes’ can be 

accessed directly from the website: https://www.ng34bridge.com/news 

             

      

 

Trick Question Answer: The expert answer is to Pass!!  

This an extreme hand, designed to illustrate that it is not always necessary or right to bid with a 

good hand after the opponents have opened the bidding. Often defending is winning bridge.  

I ran this hand through Jack (World Champ Computer program) and Jack passed. I changed the 

J to Q and Jack could not constrain himself and doubled.  

Here you can’t make a takeout double because you don’t have support for all the unbid suits 

(singleton club). You can’t bid 1NT because you are unbalanced and have no ‘stop’ in the 

opponent’s heart suit. You cannot overcall in a suit because you do not have a 5- card suit. 
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